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Abstract
In this paper we study the periodicity of higher order nonlinear equa-
tions. They are dened by a recursion which is generated by a mapping
h : Xs ! X, where X is a state set. Our main objective is to prove
sharp conditions for the global periodicity of our equations assuming the
weakest possible assumptions on the state set X. As an application of
our general algebraic-like conditions we prove a new linearized global pe-
riodicity theorem assuming that X is a normed space. We needed a new
proof-technique since in the innite dimensional case the Jacobian does
not exist. We give new necessary and/or su¢ cient conditions as well as
new examples for global periodicity, for instance whenever the state set
X is a group.
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1 Introduction
A sequence (x (n)) is periodic if x (n+ p) = x (n) for some positive integer p and
all n. Periodic sequences arise naturally, for instance, in mathematical biology
[25], communication technology [30] and [31], and in geometry and arithmetic
in the study of modal theory [4]. In these cases one computes the period p of
the sequence in question.
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It is said that a sequence (x (n))n s of elements of a xed nonempty set X
is recursively generated if there exist functions hn : Dhn( Xs)! X such that
x(n) = hn (x(n  1); : : : ; x(n  s)) ; n  0; (1)
where s  1 is a given integer. In this case (x(n  1); : : : ; x(n  s)) 2 Dhn
for any n  0. We also will say that the sequence (x(n))n s is a solution of
the di¤erence equation (1). It is clear that the solutions of (1) are uniquely
determined by their initial values
x(n) = '(n);  s  n   1; (2)
where ' = ('( s); : : : ; '( 1)) 2 Dad ( Xs). Here Dad denotes the set of
all admissible initial vectors which means that the recursion (1) determined by
' 2 Dad is well dened for all n  0. For ' 2 Dad the unique solution of (1)
and (2) is denoted by x(') = (x(')(n))n s.
In this paper our main results are related to the investigation of the global
periodicity property of higher order di¤erence equations on a set A  Dad.
Denition 1 Consider equation (1), and let ' = ('( s); : : : ; '( 1)) 2 Dad be
a given initial vector.
(a) The solution x(') of (1) and (2) is called periodic if there exists a positive
integer p such that x(')(n + p) = x(')(n) for all n   s. In this case we say
that x(') is p-periodic.
(b) ' is said to be a p-periodic initial vector of (1) if the solution x(') of
(1) and (2) is p-periodic.
(c) We say that p is the prime period of the solution x(') of (1) and (2) if
it is p-periodic and p is the smallest positive integer having this property.
(d) We say that equation (1) is globally p-periodic on the set A  Dad if
every solution of (1) determined by an initial value from A is p-periodic. If
A = Dad, then we simple say that (1) is globally p-periodic.
The global periodicity property has attracted the attention of many re-
searchers (see for example the papers [2], [3], [5], [6], [8], [9], [10], [13], [18],
[19], [20], [22], [24] and [28], and the references therein).
Most of the periodicity results in the literature are classical in the sense that
the investigated di¤erence equations are scalars or nite dimensional systems,
that is X is either R or Rd. At the same time there is an increasing interest in
several di¤erent type of di¤erence equations. Without seeking for completeness
we mention the following subclasses:
Boolean delay equations which are novel modeling framework especially tai-
lored for the mathematical formulation of conceptual models of systems that
exhibit treshold behavior, multiple feedbacks and distinct delays (see [16] and
[13]).
Periodic integer solutions are studied in [17] for some second order di¤erence
equations. It is interesting to note that in some subclass of such di¤erence
equations, any solution which is not eventually periodic must be unbounded, so
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the real problem is to classify the periodic solutions which appears to be very
di¢ cult (see [11], [17] and [23]).
Motivated, for instance, by the control theory and the neural network mod-
els, there is a growing interest in di¤erence equations with piecewise linear right
hand side (see [2] and [7]). An interesting subclass of these equations are the
Lozi equation and its several generalizations (see [1] and [7]). In this case the
periodicity property of the solutions should be restricted to some set Dd  Rd,
where D is a nondegenerate interval of real numbers.
Di¤erence equations in abstract (innite dimensional) spaces are also in-
vestigated but the numbers of such papers comparing to the classical case is
small. In particular, the paper [15] should be mentioned, in which non-positive
of abstract di¤erence equations are examined.
Higher order di¤erence equations are discussed in rings and also in groups in
[26]. The author gives semiconjugate factorizations which are applied for second
order recurrences that dene modied Bessel functions or Chebysev polinomials,
but with arbitrary initial functions.
The above discussions show that the investigation of the di¤erence equation
(1) is interesting not only in a nite dimensional vector space X but for the
cases when X is an innite dimensional space, a group, a ring, or only a simple
set without any structure.
Motivated by the above discussion, the objective of this paper is to study
the periodicity of equation (1) assuming the weakest possible condition on X.
Section 2 is devoted to the main results and it is subdivided into two parts.
Subsection 2.1 contains powerful su¢ cient and/or necessary conditions for global
p-periodicity of the autonomous form of equation (1)
x(n) = h (x(n  1); : : : ; x(n  s)) ; n  0; (3)
where h :Dh( Xs)! X. The formulation of the results is based on a composit
function of which derivation depends on the situations p < s or p = s or p > s.
The applicability of these results are illustrated in Section 4. They also play an
important role in the proof of our linearized global periodicity results which are
stated in Subsection 2.2.
Global periodicity of di¤erence equations in an Euclidean space via lineariza-
tion has been considered by many authors, see e.g. [28], [6], [9], [10], [22], [5], [2],
[24], [3] and the references therein. In these papers the authors consider those
recursions whose respective generators have a power series expansion, but at
least continuous partial derivatives about a xed point. In particular, it makes
sense to consider the Jacobian of h in (3) at that point (i.e. linear part of h with
respect to its power series expansion). They show that one can determine the
period of the nonlinear system by merely computing the period of the Jacobian
at the xed point.
It happens that some features of the nite dimensional recursion remain
intact in the innite dimensional cases.
What remain intact in abstract case are: First of all the ability to compute
the so called Fréchet derivative of the right hand side function h of (3) only at a
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xed point assuming that it exists in a real normed space X. Second, the ability
to prove that in the above case the period of the nonlinear equation is exactly
equal to the period of the associated linearized equation as it is known in nite
dimensional case. Of course, a globally periodic linearized equation does not
imply a globally periodic nonlinear equation (see [6]).
It is worth to note that the Fréchet derivative in nite dimensional spaces
is the usual derivative. In particular, it is represented in coordinates by the
Jacobian matrix.
In our linearized periodicity theorem (Theorem 12 in Section 2.2) we assume
only three natural assumptions: The basic setX is a real normed space, equation
(3) has an equlibrium, and the nonlinear mapping h on the right hand side of
(3) is Fréchet di¤erentiable at the equlibrium point. In most of the former
linearized results it is assumed that h is given by a power series or at least
it is continuously di¤erentiable in a neighbourhoud of the equlibrium. So our
di¤erentiability condition is weaker.
Because of our assumptions, we needed a new proof technique which is dif-
ferent from those utilized in the above mentioned former related papers and
which are using Jacobian in nite dimensional case. In spite of the abstract
case setting our proof, presented in Section 5, is elementary.
The following statement is a simple corollary of our linearized periodicity
theorem:
Proposition 2 If X is a real normed space, then it does not exist any contin-
uous multilinear map h : Xs ! X (s  2) for which equation (3) is globally
periodic.
For the convenience of the reader, we recall that the map h : Xs ! X is
multilinear if it has the following property: for each i, if all of the variables but
xi are held constant, then the function xi ! h (x1; : : : ; xi; : : : ; xs) (xi 2 X) is
a linear. A well known bilinear but not liniar map is the cross product of two
vectors in R3.
The proof of the above proposition is based on the fact that every continuous
multilinear map is Fréchet di¤erentiable and the Fréchet derivative dh is linear
(see [14]). On the other hand 0 2 X is an equlibrium of equation (3) and thus
the linearized equation of (3) around 0 is
x(n) = 0; n  0;
which is not globally p-periodic. We now deduce the result from our Theorem
12 in Subsection 2.2.
In Section 3 some results are given for the existence of periodic solutions
which are interesting in their own rights and they are also important in the
proofs of the main theorems.
In Section 4 several illustrative examples and corollaries are given to show
the e¤ectiveness of our approaches.
The advantage of the general formulation of our global periodicity results is
presented in the investigation of the following problem.
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Problem: For a xed integer s  2, nd all the form of the map f : X ! X
for which the equation
x(n) = f (x(n  1)) : : : f (x(n  s)) ; n  0 (4)
is globally (s+ 1)-periodic.
The above problem has been motivated by the paper [5], where a more
general related problem has been solved. For some recent results in this research
area see for example [29] and [9]. In fact, in the scalar case e.g. X = R, it is
proved that (4) is (s+ 1)-periodic if and only if
f (x) = cx 1; x 2 R f0g ;
where c is an arbitrary xed nonzero constant. Motivated by this result and by
the paper [26], we have proved the following result.
We consider a group G, where the binary operation is written multiplica-
tively, the identity element is denoted by e, and the inverse of x 2 G is denoted
by x 1.
Theorem 3 Let f be a function from G into G, and let s be a positive integer.
Equation (4) is globally (s+ 1)-periodic if and only if
f(x) = x 1; x 2 G;
where  is a xed element from the center
f 2 G j x = x for all x 2 Gg
of G.
We consider two special cases of this theorem corresponding to two di¤erent
matrix groups. In both cases the operation is the matrix multiplication.
GLd(R) denotes the real general linear group of degree d, that is the set of
d d invertible matrices.
H3(R) denotes the continuous Heisenberg group (see [27]), which is the group
of 3 3 upper triangular matrices of the form0@ 1 a c0 1 b
0 0 1
1A ; a; b; c 2 R:
The center of GLd(R) and H3(R) are
aId 2 Rdd j a 2 R n f0g
	
;
where Id is the identity matrix in Rdd, and8<:
0@ 1 0 z0 1 0
0 0 1
1A 2 R33 j z 2 R
9=;
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respectively.
A simple corollary of Theorem 3 we get the next proposition for the matrix
di¤erence equation
M(n) = f (M(n  1)) : : : f (M(n  s)) ; n  0: (5)
Corollary 4 Let s be a positive integer.
(a) Equation (5) is globally (s+ 1)-periodic for the mapping f : GLd(R) !
GLd(R) if and only if
f(M) = aM 1; M 2 GLd(R);
where a 2 R n f0g.
(b) Equation (5) is globally (s + 1)-periodic for the mapping f : H3(R) !
H3(R) if and only if
f(M) = CM 1; M 2 Hd(R);
where C is from the center of H3(R).
The proofs of our results are presented in Section 5.
2 Main results
2.1 Periodicity of all solutions of higher order di¤erence
systems
We consider equation (3)
x(n) = h (x(n  1); : : : ; x(n  s)) ; n  0; (6)
where s  1 is a given integer, and h : Dh( Xs)! X.
We shall continue to denote by Dad the set of all admissible initial vectors.
For every set H  Xs let
H^ := f(y1; : : : ; ys) 2 Xs j (ys; : : : ; y1) 2 Hg :
We need the following recursion: For (ys; ys 1; : : : ; y1) 2 Dad let
f s(y1; y2; : : : ; ys) := ys;
f s+1(y1; y2; : : : ; ys) := ys 1;
...
f 1(y1; y2; : : : ; ys) := y1;
(7)
and dene
fi := h  (fi 1; fi 2; : : : ; fi s) ; i  0: (8)
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It follows from the denition of the set Dad that the previous recursion is
well dened and
Dfi = D^ad; i  0:
If ' := (ys; ys 1; : : : ; y1) 2 Dad, then by (7) and (8)
fi(y1; y2; : : : ; ys) = x (') (i); i  0:
Since equation (6) is Volterra type, we have
fk  (fi 1; fi 2; : : : ; fi s) = fk+i; k   s; i  0: (9)
In the following results necessary and su¢ cient conditions are given to estab-
lish whether or not every solution of equation (6) determined by initial values
from a subset of Dad is periodic with period p.
First, p  s is supposed.
Theorem 5 Consider equation (6), and let p  s be an integer.
(a) If (6) is globally p-periodic on the set A  Dad, then
fp s(y1; y2; : : : ; ys) = ys (10)
for all (ys; ys 1; : : : ; y1) 2 A.
(b) If the set A  D^h is invariant in the sence that (ys; : : : ; y1) 2 A implies
(ys 1; : : : ; y1; h(y1; : : : ; ys)) 2 A;
then A  Dad and the converse of the statement (a) is also valid.
We stress the case p = s.
Corollary 6 Consider equation (6). If (6) is globally s-periodic on the set
A  Dad, then
h(y1; y2; : : : ; ys) = ys
for all (ys; ys 1; : : : ; y1) 2 A.
Remark 7 Assume A = Dad. Obviously, Dad is an invariant set, and hence
Theorem 5 can be written in a more compact form: equation (6) is globally
p-periodic if and only if (10) holds for all (ys; ys 1; : : : ; y1) 2 Dad.
Now we consider the case 1  p < s. If a 2 R, then [a] denotes the greatest
integer that does not exceed a.
Theorem 8 Consider equation (6), let 1  p < s be an integer, and let u :=h
s
p
i
and v := s  up (0  v  p  1). Dene
Dad;p := f' = ('( s); : : : ; '( 1)) 2 Dad j '(i) = '(j) if i  j (mod p)g :
(a) If (6) is globally p-periodic on the set A  Dad;p, then
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(a1) in case v = 0
h(y1; y2; : : : ; yp; : : : ; y1; y2; : : : ; yp) = yp
for all (yp; yp 1; : : : ; y1; : : : ; yp; yp 1; : : : ; y1) 2 A,
(a2) in case 0 < v  p  1
h(y1; y2; : : : ; yp; : : : ; y1; y2; : : : ; yp; y1; : : : ; yv) = yp
for all (yv; : : : ; y1; yp; yp 1; : : : ; y1; : : : ; yp; yp 1; : : : ; y1) 2 A.
(b) Suppose the set
A  f(ys; : : : ; y1) 2 Xs j (y1; : : : ; ys) 2 Dh; yi = yj if i  j (mod p)g
is invariant in the sence that (ys; : : : ; y1) 2 A implies
(ys 1; : : : ; y1; yp) 2 A
(ys 2; : : : ; y1; yp; yp 1) 2 A
...
(ys p+1; : : : ; y1; yp; yp 1; : : : ; y2) 2 A
;
and either (a1) or (a2) holds. Then A  Dad;p, and (6) is globally p-periodic
on A.
As an illustration to Theorem 5, we consider the system of the sth order
inhomogeneous linear di¤erence equations
x(n) =
sX
i=1
Aix(n  i) + b; n  0; (11)
where s  1 is a given integer, X is a real vector space, Ai 2 L (X) for every
1  i  s, and b 2 X.
L (X) means the real vector space of linear (additive and homogeneous)
mappings from X into X, I is the identity mapping on X and O is the zero
element in L (X).
The system of the sth order homogeneous linear di¤erence equations associ-
ated (11) is
x(n) =
sX
i=1
Aix(n  i); n  0: (12)
It is clear that (11) is a special case of (6), where h : Xs ! X,
h (y1; : : : ; ys) =
sX
i=1
Aiyi + b:
In this case the function fi (i  0) in (8) has the form
fi(y1; y2; : : : ; ys) =
sX
j=1
A
(i)
j yi +B
(i)b; (ys; : : : ; y1) 2 Dad = Xs; (13)
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where A(i)j 2 L (X) for every 1  j  s, and B(i) 2 L (X). By using the
denition of fi, an easy calculation shows that
A
(0)
j = Aj ; 1  j  s; B(0) = I;
and for 1  i < s
A
(i)
j =
iX
k=1
AkA
(i k)
j +Aj+i; 1  j  s  i;
A
(i)
j =
iX
k=1
AkA
(i k)
j ; s  i+ 1  j  s;
B(i) =
iX
k=1
AkB
(i k) + I;
and for i  s
A
(i)
j =
sX
k=1
AkA
(i k)
j ; 1  j  s; B(i) =
sX
k=1
AkB
(i k) + I:
The following result establishes the connection of (13) with Theorem 5.
Corollary 9 Consider equation (11), and let p  s be an integer.
(a) (11) is globally p-periodic if and only if
A
(p s)
j = O; 1  j  s  1; A(p s)s = I; B(p s)b = 0:
(b) (11) is globally p-periodic if and only if (12) is globally p-periodic and
B(p s)b = 0:
Now, we describe explicitly the cases p = s and p = s+ 1.
Corollary 10 Consider equation (11).
(a) (11) is globally s-periodic if and only if
A1 = : : : = As 1 = O; As = I; b = 0:
(b) (11) is globally (s+ 1)-periodic if and only if
As+11 = ( 1)s+1 I; Ai = ( 1)i+1Ai1; 2  i  s; (A1 + I) b = 0:
If X is nite dimensional, another approach can also be applied.
The zero matrix and the identity matrix in Rdd are denoted by Od and Id,
respectively.
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Remark 11 Suppose X = Rd, Ai 2 Rdd for every 1  i  s, and b 2 Rd. Let
p  s be an integer. It follows from Theorem 1.2 in [19] that equation (12) is
is globally p-periodic if and only if the rank of the matrix0BBB@
Bp   Id Bp 1 : : : B2 B1
B1 Bp   Id : : : B3 B2
...
...
. . .
...
...
Bp 1 Bp 2 : : : B1 Bp   Id
1CCCA
with entries
Bi := Ai; 1  i  s and Bi := Od; s+ 1  i  p:
is equal to d(p  s).
2.2 A necessary condition for global periodicity via the
linearized equation
We study equation (3)
x(n) = h (x(n  1); : : : ; x(n  s)) ; n  0; (14)
in that case when s  1 is a given integer, X is a real normed space, and h :
Dh( Xs)! X.
We say that the point a 2 X is an equilibrium of equation (14), if h(a; : : : ; a) =
a. If a 2 X is an equilibrium of equation (14) and h is (Fréchet) di¤erentiable
at 'e = (a; : : : ; a) 2 Xs, then the sth order linear di¤erence equation
x(n) = a+
sX
i=1
dih('e) (x(n  i)  a) ; n  0 (15)
is called the linearized equation of (14) around a. Here dih (1  i  s)means the
partial di¤erential of h with respect to the ith coordinate. dih('e) (1  i  s) is
a continuous linear mapping from X into X. The homogeneous linear di¤erence
equation associated (15) is
x(n) =
sX
i=1
dih('e)x(n  i); n  0: (16)
Theorem 12 Consider equation (14), let a 2 X be an equilibrium point of (14),
and let h be di¤erentiable at 'e = (a; : : : ; a) 2 Xs. If there is a neigbourhood
U  Dad of 'e such that (14) is globally p-periodic on U with a xed p  s,
then equation (16) is globally p-periodic too.
The previous result is an essential generalization of former results in which
only the nite dimensional case is considered. X = Rk for some k = 1; 2; : : :
in Theorem 3.2 from [22], and the analyticity of h in a neigbourhood of 'e is
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supposed. h is a function from Is into I, where I  R is an interval, in Corollary
2 from [28], and it is assumed that h is continuously di¤erentiable. The proofs
of these results are based on the utilization of the Jacobian matrix which does
not exist if X is not nite dimensional.
Remark 13 Let X be a real normed space, and let p  s be an integer. Con-
sider the higher order linear di¤erence equation
x(n) =
sX
i=1
Aix (n  i) + b; n  0; (17)
where s  1 is a given integer, b 2 X, and Ai is a continuous linear map from
X into itself for every 1  i  s. The homogeneous linear di¤erence equation
associated (17) is
x(n) =
sX
i=1
Aix (n  i) ; n  0: (18)
It is well known that the general solution of the nonhomogeneous equation
(17) can be written as the sum of a particular solution of equation (17) and the
general solution of equation (18). It follows from this
(a) If (17) is globally p-periodic, then (18) is globally p-periodic too.
(b) If (17) has an equilibrium point, then the converse of (a) is also true.
In the one-dimensional case the existence of an equilibrium point is necessary
to the global periodicity of equation (17). Remark 13 (a) can be reversed.
Theorem 14 Consider equation (17) in the scalar case that is Ai 2 R (1  i  s)
and b 2 R. Suppose s  1 is a given integer.
(a) If (17) has not got an equilibrium point, then there exists an unbounded
solution.
(b) Let p  s be an integer. Then (17) is globally p-periodic if and only if
(18) is globally p-periodic and (17) has an equilibrium point.
As applications of these results some di¤erence equations will be studied.
First, we consider equation
x (n) =  jx (n  1)j+  jx (n  2)j+ ; n  0; (19)
where ,  and  are real numbers, and  6= 0.
Since  6= 0, 0 is not an equilibrium point of equation (19). It is easy to
check that (19) has a positive equilibrium point
ap :=

1  (+ ) ; (20)
if either  > 0 and  +  < 1, or  < 0 and  +  > 1, and it has a negative
equilibrium point
an :=

1 + + 
; (21)
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if either  > 0 and +  <  1, or  < 0 and +  >  1.
It does not exist any equilibrium point of equation (19) if and only if either
+  = 1 and  > 0, or +  =  1 and  < 0.
We now obtain the following result.
Theorem 15 Consider equation (19). Let p  2 be an integer.
(a) There is a neigbourhood U  R2 of (ap; ap) such that (19) is globally
p-periodic on U if and only if
 > 0;  =  1 and  = 2 cos

2
p
k

; 1  k < p
2
is an integer. (22)
(b) There is a neigbourhood U  R2 of (an; an) such that (19) is globally
p-periodic on U if and only if
 < 0;  = 1 and  =  2 cos

2
p
k

; 1  k < p
2
is an integer. (23)
(20) and (21) show that equation (19) can have a positive equilibrium point
and a negative equilibrium point together. If there are two equilibrium points,
then by (22) and (23), at most one of (ap; ap) and (an; an) can have a neighbour-
hood U such that every solution of (19) determined by an initial value from U is
periodic with the same period. But it can be occurred that one of the previous
points has a neighbourhood with periodicity properties, while the other does
not. This is illustrated by the next example.
Example 16 Equation
x (n) =   jx (n  1)j   jx (n  2)j+ 3; n  0 (24)
has two equilibrium points, namely ap = 1 and an =  3.
By Theorem 15 (a), there is a neigbourhood U  R2 of (1; 1) such that (24)
is globally 3-periodic on U . For example, U =

1
2 ;
3
2
   12 ; 32 can be choosen
(see (96)).
But Theorem 15 (b) implies that there is not a neigbourhood V  R2 of
( 3; 3) such that every solution of (24) determined by an initial value from V
is periodic with the same period. For example, the solution of (19) determined
by the initial value ( 4; 4) is
x ( 2) =  4; x (n) =  4  Fn+1; n   1;
where (Fn)
1
n=0 is the Fibonacci sequence, and thus it is not bounded.
Now, as a second application, we consider equation
x (n) =  jx (n  1)j+ x (n  2) + ; n  0; (25)
where ,  and  are real numbers, and  6= 0. If  = 0, then (25) is called the
Lozi equation, whose global periodicity was investigated in [1].
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It follows from  6= 0 that 0 is not an equilibrium point of equation (25). It
is not hard to check that equation (25) has a positive equilibrium point
bp :=

1  (+ ) ;
if either  > 0 and  +  < 1, or  < 0 and  +  > 1, and it has a negative
equilibrium point
bn :=

1  (   ) ;
if either  > 0 and     > 1, or  < 0 and     < 1.
It can be seen that equation (25) has not got any equilibrium points if and
only if  > 0 and either  +  = 1 or     = 1.
We now make the following claim:
Theorem 17 Consider equation (25), and suppose there exists an equilibrium
point of (25). Let p  2 be an integer.
(a) There is a neigbourhood U  R2 of (bp; bp) such that (25) is globally
p-periodic on U if and only if
 > 0;  =  1 and  = 2 cos

2
p
k

; 1  k < p
2
is an integer. (26)
(b) There is a neigbourhood U  R2 of (bn; bn) such that (25) is globally
p-periodic on U if and only if
 < 0;  =  1 and  =  2 cos

2
p
k

; 1  k < p
2
is an integer.
(27)
The next example corresponds to Example 16.
Example 18 Consider the following special case of equation (25)
x (n) =   jx (n  1)j   x (n  2) + 3; n  0; (28)
which has only the equilibrium point 1.Theorem 17 (a) implies that there is a
neigbourhood U  R2 of (1; 1) such that (28) globally 3-periodic on U . It is
not true that every solution of (28) is 3-periodic: for example, the solution
determined by the initial value ( 2; 2) has prime period 19.
Remark 19 Consider equation (25), and suppose there exists an equilibrium
point of (25). Let p  2 be an integer. It would be interesting to prove or
disprove: If either (26) or (27) holds, then equation (25) is globally p-periodic.
Before we advert the next di¤erence equation, we need the following nota-
tions: for a compact interval J  R, C (J;R) will denote the Banach space of
all real-valued continuous functions dened on J with the norm
kfk1 := maxt2J jf (x)j ;
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for c 2 R, cJ means the identically c constant function from C (J;R).
Now consider equation
x(n) = h (x(n  1)) ; n  0; (29)
where J is a xed compact interval in R with positive length, f : J R! R is
a xed continuous function whose partial di¤erential with respect to the second
variable d2f : J R! R is continuous and f (t; 0) = 0 for every t 2 J , and the
function h : C (J;R)! C (J;R) is the Nemitcky operator given by
h (!) (t) := f (t; ! (t)) ; t 2 J:
In this case equation (29) can be written in the form
x(n) (t) = f (t; x(n  1) (t)) ; t 2 J; n  0:
Theorem 20 Consider equation (29), and let p  1 be an integer. (29) is
globally p-periodic only if either
d2f (t; 0) = 1; t 2 J; (30)
or p is even and
d2f (t; 0) =  1; t 2 J: (31)
Proof. The condition f (t; 0) = 0 for every t 2 J shows that 0J is an equilibrium
point of (29). It can be proved (see [14]) that the other conditions on f guarantee
the di¤erentiability of h on C (J;R) and for each ! 2 C (J;R) and all  2 C (J;R)
(dh (!) ()) (t) = d2f (t; ! (t))  (t) ; t 2 J:
It therefore follows that the linearized equation of (29) around 0J is
x(n) (t) = d2f (t; 0)x(n  1) (t) ; t 2 J; n  0: (32)
By applying Theorem 12, we have: if equation (29) is globally p-periodic,
then equation (32) is also globally p-periodic. But the global p-periodicity of
(32) is equivalent with
d2f (t; 0)
p
' (t) = ' (t) ; t 2 J
for every ' 2 C (J;R). This gives
d2f (t; 0)
p
= 1; t 2 J:
Hence either (30) is satised, or p is even and (31) holds, which completes the
proof.
We close this section with a lemma which will be useful in the proof of
Theorem 15.
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Lemma 21 Consider the di¤erence equation
x (n) = A1x (n  1) +A2x (n  2) ; n  0; (33)
where A1, A2 2 R.
(a) (33) is globally 2-periodic if and only if
A2 = 1 and A1 = 0: (34)
(b) Let p  3 be an even integer. (33) is globally p-periodic if and only if
either (34) holds or A2 =  1 and there is an integer 1  k < p2 such that
A1 = 2 cos

2
p
k

. (35)
(c) Let p  3 be an odd integer. (33) is globally p-periodic if and only if
A2 =  1 and there is an integer 1  k < p2 such that (35) is satised.
3 Further results
We need some preparatory results, which are interesting in their own rights.
3.1 Circulant system of equations and circulant matrices
Suppose X is a nonempty set, and s and p are positive integers. If y =
(yp; : : : ; y1) 2 Xp is a row vector, then the related column vector is denoted
by yT = (yp; : : : ; y1)
T .
The following concepts enable us to conceive the results of the next section
as clear as possible.
Denition 22 The shift operator S : Xp ! Xp is dened by
Sy = S (yp; : : : ; y1) := (y1; yp; : : : ; y2) ;
and its iterations Sk are dened by
Sky := S
 
Sk 1y

; k  1;
where S0y := y. For k  1, S k denotes the inverse operator of Sk (obviously
S k = (S 1)k).
Denition 23 Let gi : Dgi( Xs) ! X (1  i  p) be given mappings. The
system of equations
yp = g1

(Sy)
T
1 ; : : : ; (S
sy)
T
1

...
y1 = gp

(Sy)
T
p ; : : : ; (S
sy)
T
p

9>>>=>>>;
is called column-wise circulant system, where y = (yp; : : : ; y1) 2 Xp is the un-
known row vector.
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Column-wise circulant systems are illustrated by the next examples.
Example 24 We consider three cases: p < s, p = s and p > s. p will be xed:
p = 4, and therefore
y = (y4; y3; y2; y1) ; Sy = (y1; y4; y3; y2) ; S
2y = (y2; y1; y4; y3)
S3y = (y3; y2; y1; y4) ; S
4y = (y4; y3; y2; y1) = y:
In the rst example s = 6, while in the next one s = 4:
y4 = g1(y1; y2; y3; y4; y1; y2)
y3 = g2(y4; y1; y2; y3; y4; y1)
y2 = g3(y3; y4; y1; y2; y3; y4)
y1 = g4(y2; y3; y4; y1; y2; y3)
9>>=>>; ;
y4 = g1(y1; y2; y3; y4)
y3 = g2(y4; y1; y2; y3)
y2 = g3(y3; y4; y1; y2)
y1 = g4(y2; y3; y4; y1)
9>>=>>; :
Finally, s = 3:
y4 = g1(y1; y2; y3)
y3 = g2(y4; y1; y2)
y2 = g3(y3; y4; y1)
y1 = g4(y2; y3; y4)
9>>=>>; :
Remark 25 The above examples clearly show that a system of equations is
column-wise circulant if each column of unknowns (after the rst) has the ele-
ments of the previous column of unknowns shifted cyclically one place down.
The system of linear equations
yp = a1 (Sy)
T
1 + : : :+ as (S
sy)
T
1 + bp
...
y1 = a1 (Sy)
T
p + : : :+ as (S
sy)
T
p + b1
9>=>;
is a column-wise circulant linear system. If p = s, then this system can be
written as
ys = a1y1 + a2y2 + : : :+ asys + bs
ys 1 = asys + a1y1 + : : :+ as 1ys 1 + bs 1
...
y1 = a2y2 + a3y3 + : : :+ a1y1 + b1
;
which has the matrix form0BBB@
ys
ys 1
...
y1
1CCCA =
0BBB@
as as 1 : : : a1
a1 as : : : a2
...
...
. . .
...
as 1 as 2 : : : as
1CCCA
0BBB@
ys
ys 1
...
y1
1CCCA+
0BBB@
bs
bs 1
...
b1
1CCCA :
The matrix A of the above equation is a circulant matrix associated to the rst
row
A = (as; : : : ; a1)
in which each row (after the rst) has the elements of the previous row shifted
cyclically one place right.
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3.2 Existence of periodic solutions of higher order di¤er-
ence systems
In the rst theorem a method is given to determine the existence of s-periodic
solutions of the equation (1).
Theorem 26 Consider equation (1).
(a) If ' = ('( s); : : : ; '( 1)) 2 Dad is an s-periodic initial vector of (1),
then ' is a solution (yi = '( i); 1  i  s) of the column circulant system of
equations
ys = hks s(y1; y2; : : : ; ys 1; ys)
ys 1 = hks s+1(ys; y1; : : : ; ys 2; ys 1)
...
y1 = hks 1(y2; y3; : : : ; ys; y1)
9>>>=>>>; (36)
for all k  1.
(b) If ' := (ys; : : : ; y1) 2 Xs is a solution of (36) for all k  1, then ' 2 Dad
and ' is an s-periodic initial vector of (1).
Next, we study the existence of p-periodic solutions of the equation (1), when
p 6= s. We begin with the case p > s.
Theorem 27 Consider equation (1), and let p > s be an integer.
(a) If ' = ('( s); : : : ; '( 1)) 2 Dad is a p-periodic initial vector of (1),
then
 := (x(')(0); : : : ; x(')(p  s  1); '( s); : : : ; '( 1)) 2 Xp
is a solution of the column circulant system of equations
yp = hkp p(y1; y2; : : : ; ys)
yp 1 = hkp p+1(yp; y1; : : : ; ys 1)
...
y1 = hkp 1(y2; y3; : : : ; ys+1)
9>>>=>>>; (37)
for all k  1.
(b) If  := (yp; : : : ; y1) 2 Xp is a solution of (37) for all k  1, then
' = (ys; : : : ; y1) 2 Dad and ' is a p-periodic initial vector of (1).
We turn now to the case 1  p < s.
Theorem 28 Consider equation (1), let 1  p < s be an integer, and let
u :=
h
s
p
i
and v := s  up (0  v  p  1).
(a) If ' = ('( s); : : : ; '( 1)) 2 Dad is a p-periodic initial vector of (1),
then  := ('( p); : : : ; '( 1)) 2 Xp is a solution (yi = '( i); 1  i  p) one
of the column circulant systems of equations for all k  1:
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(a1) in case v = 0
yp = hkp p(y1; y2; : : : ; yp; : : : ; y1; y2; : : : ; yp)
yp 1 = hkp p+1(yp; y1; : : : ; yp 1; : : : ; yp; y1; : : : ; yp 1)
...
y1 = hkp 1(y2; y3; : : : ; y1; : : : ; y2; y3; : : : ; y1)
9>>>=>>>; ; (38)
(a2) in case 0 < v  p  1
yp = hkp p(y1; y2; : : : ; yp; : : : ; y1; y2; : : : ; yp; y1; : : : ; yv)
yp 1 = hkp p+1(yp; y1; : : : ; yp 1; : : : ; yp; y1; : : : ; yp 1; yp; : : : yv 1)
...
y1 = hkp 1(y2; y3; : : : ; y1; : : : ; y2; y3; : : : ; y1; y2; : : : ; yv+1)
9>>>=>>>; : (39)
(b) If  := (yp; : : : ; y1) 2 Xp is a solution of either (38) or (39) (depending
on v) for all k  1, then ' = ('( s); : : : ; '( 1)) dened by '(i) := yj if  i  j
(mod p) ( s  i   1; 1  j  p) belongs to Dad and ' is a p-periodic initial
vector of (1.
To illustrate the above results we consider the system of the sth order inho-
mogeneous linear di¤erence equations
x(n) =
sX
i=1
Ai(n)x(n  i) + f(n); n  0; (40)
where s  1 is a given integer, Ai(n) 2 Rdd for every 1  i  s and n  0, and
f(n) 2 Rd for every n  0.
For every positive integer p Vp means the pd-dimensional real vector space
of block column vectors with entries in Rd. The zero matrix in Rdd is denoted
by O.
Theorem 26 gives a surprisingly simple way to determine the existence of
s-periodic solutions of equation (40).
Theorem 29 Consider equation (40). Let ' = ('( s); : : : ; '( 1))T 2 Vs be a
given initial vector. The solution x(') of (40) and (2) is s-periodic if and only
if
B(k)s '+ F (k)s = ' (41)
for every k  1, where
B(k)s :=
0BBB@
As(ks  s) As 1(ks  s) : : : A1(ks  s)
A1(ks  s+ 1) As(ks  s+ 1) : : : A2(ks  s+ 1)
...
...
. . .
...
As 1(ks  1) As 2(ks  1) : : : As(ks  1)
1CCCA
F (k)s := (f(ks  s); : : : ; f(ks  1))T :
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Proof. It follows immediately from Theorem 26.
Now, we formulate the consequences of Theorem 28 and Theorem 27. We
need the following notations.
Denition 30 Consider equation (40), and let p be a positive integer.
(a) Suppose p < s, and let u :=
h
s
p
i
and v := s  up (0  v  p  1).
If v = 0, dene
Bi(n) :=
u 1X
j=0
Ajp+i(n); 1  i  p;
while if v 6= 0, dene
Bi(n) :=
8>>>><>>>>:
uX
j=0
Ajp+i(n); 1  i  v
u 1X
j=0
Ajp+i(n); v + 1  i  p
:
(b) If p > s, dene
Bi(n) :=

Ai(n); 1  i  s
O; s+ 1  i  p :
(c) For every positive integer k dene the block matrix
B(k)p =
0BBB@
Bp(kp  p) Bp 1(kp  p) : : : B1(kp  p)
B1(kp  p+ 1) Bp(kp  p+ 1) : : : B2(kp  p+ 1)
...
...
. . .
...
Bp 1(kp  1) Bp 2(kp  1) : : : Bp(kp  1)
1CCCA ;
and the block vector
F (k)p := (f(kp  p); : : : ; f(kp  1))T :
Theorem 31 Consider equation (40). Suppose 1  p < s is an integer, and let
u :=
h
s
p
i
and v := s  up (0  v  p  1).
(a) If ' = ('( s); : : : ; '( 1))T 2 Vs is a p-periodic initial vector of (40),
and  := ('( p); : : : ; '( 1))T 2 Vp, then
B(k)p  + F (k)p =  (42)
for every k  1, where B(k)p is the matrix with entries dened in Denition 30
(a).
Conversely, if  = ( ( p); : : : ;  ( 1))T 2 Vp such that (42) is satised for
every k  1, then ' = ('( s); : : : ; '( 1))T 2 Vs, where '(i) :=  (j) if i  j
(mod p) ( s  i   1;  p  j   1), is a p-periodic initial vector of (40).
(b) (40) has a p-periodic solution if and only if there exists a  2 Vp such
that (42) is satised for every k  1.
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Proof. Theorem 28 can be applied.
Theorem 32 Consider equation (40). Suppose p > s is an integer.
(a) If ' = ('( s); : : : ; '( 1))T 2 Vs is a p-periodic initial vector of (40),
and
 := (x(')(0); : : : ; x(')(p  s  1); '( s); : : : ; '( 1))T 2 Vp;
then
B(k)p  + F (k)p =  (43)
holds for every k  1, where B(k)p is the matrix with entries dened in Denition
30 (b).
Conversely, if  := ( ( p); : : : ;  ( 1))T 2 Vp such that (43) is satised for
every k  1, then ' = ( ( s); : : : ;  ( 1))T 2 Vs is a p-periodic initial vector
of (40).
(b) (40) has a p-periodic solution if and only if there exists a  2 Vp such
that (43) is satised for every k  1.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 27.
Remark 33 (a) If B(k)p and F (k)p (k  1) do not depend on k, then equations
(41-43) can be handled easily, since we have to study only the equation
Bp + Fp =  ;
where Bp := B(k)p , Fp := F (k)p .
(b) If equation (40) is homogeneous, then the results coincide with the cor-
responding results in [19].
4 Applications
4.1 Global periodicity
In the rst example the conditions in Corollary 10 (b) will be studied in the
case s = d = 2.
Example 34 Consider the system of linear di¤erence equations
x1(n)
x2(n)

= A1

x1(n  1)
x2(n  1)

+A2

x1(n  2)
x2(n  2)

+

b1
b2

; n  0; (44)
where Ai 2 R22 for i = 1; 2 and b = (b1; b2)T 2 R2. Equation (44) is globally
3-periodic if and only if either
A1 = A2 =
  1 0
0  1

(45)
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and (b1; b2)T is arbitrary, or
A1 =

1  d  d2+d 1c
c d

; c; d 2 R; c 6= 0; (46)
A2 = A
 1
1 and (b1; b2) = (0; 0).
Really, Corollary 10 (b) shows that
A31 =

a b
c d
3
=
  1 0
0  1

; (47)
A2 = A
 1
1 and
(A1 + I) b = 0: (48)
By solving the matrix equation (47), we obtain (45) and (46). Then (48) gives
the conditions for b.
For example, the system of linear di¤erence equations
x1(n) =  x1 (n  1)  x2 (n  1) + 2x1 (n  2) + x2 (n  2)
x2(n) = 3x1 (n  1) + 2x2 (n  1)  3x1 (n  2)  x2 (n  2)

; n  0
is 3-globally periodic.
Next, we study some rational di¤erence equations of the form
x(n) =
a0 + a1x(n  1) + : : :+ asx(n  s)
b0 + b1x(n  1) + : : :+ bsx(n  s) ; n  0; (49)
where s  3 is a xed positive integer and ai, bi 2 R (0  i  s). This equation
is a special case of (6) with h : Dh( Rs)! R,
h (y1; : : : ; ys) =
a0 + a1y1 + : : :+ asys
b0 + b1y1 + : : :+ bsys
:
Let
A := f(ys; : : : ; y1) 2 Rs j yi = yj if i  j (mod 2);
(y1; : : : ; ys) ; (ys; y1; : : : ; ys 1) 2 Dhg :
We consider the case s = 2t (t  2), the other case s = 2t+1 (t  1) can be
handled similarly. Introduce the following numbers
Pe :=
tX
i=1
a2i; Po :=
tX
i=1
a2i 1; Qe :=
tX
i=1
b2i; Qo :=
tX
i=1
b2i 1:
(i) If Qb 6= 0, then
A =

(z2; z1; : : : ; z2; z1) 2 R2t j (z2; z1) 2 U
	
;
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where
U :=

(z2; z1) 2 R2 j z2 6= 1
Qb
(Qoz1 + b0) ; z1 6= 1
Qb
(Qoz2 + b0)

:
(ii) If Qo 6= 0, then
A =

(z2; z1; : : : ; z2; z1) 2 R2t j (z2; z1) 2 U
	
;
where
U :=

(z2; z1) 2 R2 j z2 6= 1
Qo
(Qbz1 + b0) ; z1 6= 1
Qo
(Qbz2 + b0)

:
(iii) If Qb = Qo = 0 and b0 6= 0, then (z2; z1) 2 U = R2.
(iv) If Qb = Qo = 0 and b0 = 0, then A = ?.
Theorem 35 Suppose s = 2t (t  1), and suppose that one of the conditions
(i)-(iii) are satised. Equation (49) is globally 2-periodic on A if and only if
a0 = 0;
tX
i=1
a2i 1 = 0;
tX
i=1
a2i = b0;
tX
i=1
b2i 1 =
tX
i=1
b2i = 0: (50)
Proof. Since A is an invariant set, we can apply Theorem 8 (a1) and (b):
Equation (49) is globally 2-periodic on A if and only if
a0 +
 
tX
i=1
a2i 1
!
z1 +
 
tX
i=1
a2i
!
z2
b0 +
 
tX
i=1
b2i 1
!
z1 +
 
tX
i=1
b2i
!
z2
= z2; (z2; z1) 2 U;
and this is equivalent with (50).
Theorem 12 and Theorem 5 are illustrated by studying the di¤erence equa-
tion
x(n) =
a0 + a1x(n  1) + a2x(n  2)
b0 + b1x(n  1) + b2x(n  2) ; n  0; (51)
where ai, bi 2 R (i = 0; 1; 2) such that
rank

a0 a1 a2
b0 b1 b2

= 2; ja2j+ jb2j 6= 0 and jb1j+ jb2j 6= 0: (52)
Assume c 2 R is an equilibrium point of (51), or equivalently c obeys the
equation
(b1 + b2) c
2 + (b0   a1   a2) c  a0 = 0
and
b0 + (b1 + b2) c 6= 0:
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A simple computation shows that the linearized equation of (51) around c
is the following
y(n) =
a1   b1c
b0 + (b1 + b2) c
y (n  1) + a2   b2c
b0 + (b1 + b2) c
y (n  2) ; n  0: (53)
First, we give a lemma which will be used in the next result.
Lemma 36 Consider equation (51). If c 2 R is an equilibrium point of (51),
and (51) is globally p-periodic with p  2, then there is a neighbourhood U of
(c; c) such that U  Dad.
Proof. b0 + (b1 + b2) c 6= 0 implies that there is a neighbourhood V of (c; c)
such that
b0 + b1y1 + b2y2 6= 0; (y2; y1) 2 V:
Since equation (51) is globally p-periodic with p  2, it is enough to prove
that there is a neighbourhood U of (c; c) such that
(y2; y1) = (f 2(y1; y2); f 1(y1; y2)) 2 V
(y1; x (y2; y1) (0)) = (f 1(y1; y2); f0(y1; y2)) 2 V
...
(x (y2; y1) (p  3) ; x (y2; y1) (p  2)) = (fp 3(y1; y2); fp 2(y1; y2)) 2 V
for every (y2; y1) 2 U . The result now comes the facts that the functions
(fi; fi+1) ( 2  i  p  3) are continuous and
(fi (c; c) ; fi+1 (c; c)) = (c; c) ;  2  i  p  3:
By applying Theorem 12 we have the following result.
Theorem 37 Consider equation (51).
(a) If there are two real equilibrium points c1 6= c2 of (51), then it is not
globally 2-periodic.
(b) There are two real equilibrium points c1 6= c2 of (51), and (51) is globally
p-periodic with p  3 only if
b1 = 0; a2 =  b0; b2 6= 0; (54)
(2b0   a1)2 + 4a0b2 > 0; b0 (a1   b0) 6= a0b2; (55)
and there are di¤erent integers 1  k1; k2 < p2 such that
a1
a1+
p
(2b0 a1)2+4a0b2
= cos

2
p k1

a1
a1 
p
(2b0 a1)2+4a0b2
= cos

2
p k2
 : (56)
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Proof. If equation (51) has an equlibrium point c 2 R, and it is globally p-
periodic with p  2, then Lemma 36 and Theorem 12 imply that the linear
equation (53) is globally p-periodic too.
(a) By the previous establishment and by Lemma 21 (a), equation (51) is
globally 2-periodic only if the following relations are satised
a1   b1ci = 0; i = 1; 2 (57)
a2 = b0 + b1ci + 2b2ci; i = 1; 2: (58)
Since c1 6= c2, (57) shows that
a1 = b1 = 0:
Therefore (58) has the form
a2 = b0 + 2b2ci; i = 1; 2:
Thus by using c1 6= c2 again, we have
b2 = 0; a2 = b0:
But b1 = b2 = 0 contradicts to the third condition in (52) (and also the
assumption that there are two di¤erent equlibrium points).
(b) By our establishment at the beginning of the proof and by Lemma 21
(b) and (c), equation (51) is globally p-periodic with p  3 only if either (57)
and (58) are satised, or
a2   b2ci
b0 + (b1 + b2) ci
=  1; i = 1; 2; (59)
and there is an integers 1  k1; k2 < p2 such that
a1   b1c1
b0 + (b1 + b2) c1
= cos

2
p
ki

; i = 1; 2: (60)
By (a), we can study just the second condition. (59) gives that
a2 =  b0   b1ci; i = 1; 2;
and therefore b1 = 0 comes from c1 6= c2. This means that a2 =  b0. b2 6= 0 is
also satised (otherwise jb1j+ jb2j 6= 0). We have thus proved (54).
To take into account (54) we have
c1 =
 (2b0 a1)+
p
(2b0 a1)2+4a0b2
2b2
c2 =
 (2b0 a1) 
p
(2b0 a1)2+4a0b2
2b2
;
or conversely. Since there exist two real equilibrium points
(2b0   a1)2 + 4a0b2 > 0; (61)
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which is the rst part of (55). The second part of (55) is valid, by
b0 + b2ci 6= 0; i = 1; 2:
The middle condition in (52) holds, since b2 6= 0. The rst condition in (52)
is also satised: if a1 6= 0, then
det

a1  b0
0 b2

6= 0;
while if a1 = 0, then
det

a0  b0
b0 b2

= a0b2 + b
2
0 > 0
because of (61).
Finally, (56) comes from (60) and
a1
b0 + b2c1
6= a1
b0 + b2c2
:
The proof is now complete.
We immediately have from (56) that if equation (51) is globally p-periodic
with p  3, then p  5. In the next result the case p = 5 will be investigated
by the help of Theorem 5.
Theorem 38 If equation (51) has the form
x(n) =
a21 b20+b0a1
b2
+ a1x(n  1)  b0x(n  2)
b0 + b2x(n  2) ; n  0; (62)
where a1 6= 0 and b2 6= 0, then it is globally 5-periodic. Furthermore, (62) has
two equilibrium points.
Proof. By applying Theorem 37 (b), we get equation (62), since
cos

2
5

=
1
4
p
5  1
4
; cos

4
5

=  1
4
p
5  1
4
:
a1 6= 0 and b2 6= 0 imply that (52) is satised.
By using the recursion dened in (7) and (8), we have for all (s; t) 2 Dad
that
f0(t; s) =
1
b2 (b0 + sb2)
 
a21 + a1b0 + tb2a1   b20   sb2b0

;
f1(t; s) =
2a21b0 + a
3
1   b30 + sa21b2   sb20b2 + ta21b2   tb20b2   stb0b22
b2 (b0 + sb2) (b0 + tb2)
;
f2(t; s) =
1
b2 (b0 + tb2)
 
a21 + a1b0 + sb2a1   b20   tb2b0

;
f3(t; s) = s;
which give the rst part of the result by Theorem 5.
It is easy to check that there are two equilibrium points.
The proof is complete.
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4.2 Existence of periodic solutions
Consider the equation
x(n) =
x(n  1) + x(n  2)
x(n  2) +Dx(n  3) ; n  0; (63)
where , D 2 R. The study of the existence of a periodic solution of (63) with
prime period 2 is motivated by the Conjecture 3 in [8]. The next result gives a
necessary and su¢ cient condition for this problem.
Theorem 39 Equation (63) has a periodic solution with prime period 2 if and
only if either
 = 0; D = 1;
or
(D   1) (1  ) ((D   1) (1  )  4) > 0
(D + 1)
2 6= (D   1) (1  ) ((D   1) (1  )  4)

: (64)
Proof. By Theorem 28, we have to investigate the solvability of the system of
equations
y2 =
y1 + y2
y2 +Dy1
; y1 =
y2 + y1
y1 +Dy2
; y1; y2 2 R: (65)
If  = 1, then it is easy to check that (65) has a solution if and only if
D 6=  1, but in these cases
y1 = y2 =
2
1 +D
;
and therefore there are no solutions of (63) with prime period 2.
Suppose  6= 1. By applying a simple calculation we get from (65) that
y2 + y1 = 1  ; (66)
and hence
(1 D) y21 + (D   1) (1  ) y1    + 2 = 0: (67)
Suppose D = 1. Then (67) has a solution, bearing in mind that  6= 1, if
and only if  = 0. In this case (67) holds for every y1 2 R, and therefore (66)
implies that the vectors
(a; 1  a; a) 2 R3; a 6= 1
2
are 2-periodic initial vectors (the prime period is 2) of the equation
x(n) =
x(n  2)
x(n  2) + x(n  3) ; n  0:
Suppose D 6= 1. Then (67) has a solutions if and only if
(D   1) (1  ) ((D   1) (1  )  4)  0:
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Since we are interested in 2-periodic solutions with prime period 2, t1 6= t2, and
hence
(D   1) (1  ) ((D   1) (1  )  4) > 0;
which is the rst condition in (64). The second condition comes from (65)
because of
y2 +Dy1 6= 0; y1 +Dy2 6= 0:
It follows that under the conditions (64) the vectors
(y1; y2; y1) 2 R3
are 2-periodic initial vectors (the prime period is 2) of equation (63), where y1
and y2 are solutions of (67).
The proof is complete.
Remark 40 (a) For example, if  = D = 2, then the rst condition in (64) is
satised, but the second one is not.
(b) By using Theorem 26 and Theorem 27, it can be seen that there exist real
numbers  and D such that the corresponding equations of the form (63) have
a periodic solution with either prime period 3 or with prime period 4.
(0; 2; 2) 2 R3 is a 3-periodic initial vector of the equation
x(n) =
x(n  1) + x(n  2)
x(n  2) + 12x(n  3)
; n  0:
It is easy to check that if a is the unique real root of the equation (a  1; 5437)
a5   2a2   4 = 0;
then ( 1; 0; a22 ; a) 2 R4 is a 4-periodic initial vector of the equation
x(n) =
ax(n  1) + x(n  2)
x(n  2) + a22 x(n  3)
; n  0:
Next, motivated by the paper [28], we examine the di¤erence equation
x(n) = 1 +
x(n  k)
x(n m) ; n  0 (68)
where 1  k < m are integers. It can be veried easily that equation (68) has a
constant solution x(n) = 2 (n  0), and there are no 2-periodic solutions with
prime period 2. Now we study the existence of 3-periodic solutions with prime
period 3.
Theorem 41 Equation (68) has a 3-periodic solutions with prime period 3 if
and only if 3 - k, 3 - m and 3 j k +m.
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Proof. If m = 2, then Theorem 26 can be applied, otherwise Theorem 28 can
be used. We obtain that there are 4 possibilities for the systems of equations
(36) or (37):
If 3 j k +m, then
bc = b+ a
ba = a+ c
ac = c+ b
9=; ; (69)
and in the other cases
a = 2
b = 2
c = 2
9=; ; ac = a+ cbc = c+ b
ab = b+ a
9=; ; c
2 = a+ c
b2 = c+ b
c2 = b+ a
9=; ; (70)
where a, b, c 2 R n f0g.
(69) leads to the equation
r(b) := b3 + b2   2b  1 = 0;
which has 3 real roots, since r( 2) < 0, r( 1) > 0, r(0) < 0 and r(2) > 0.
Numerically, the roots
b1   1; 8019; b2   0; 44504; b3  1; 247:
We can see that if 3 j k+m, then equation (68) has a 3-periodic solutions with
prime period 3.
Now we consider the second equation in (70). Some elementary calculations
show that the only solutions a = b = c = 2, and thus there are no 3-periodic
solutions of equation (68) with prime period 3.
Finally, from the third equation in (70) we have
r(b) := b6   2b5 + 2b3   b2 + 1 = 0:
In this case
r0(b) = b (b  1)2  6b2 + 2b  2 ; b 2 R;
and this insures that r(b) > 0 (b 2 R), and thus there are no 3-periodic solutions
of equation (68) with prime period 3.
The proof is complete.
Remark 42 In [28] the author gives a subclass of equation (68) which have
periodic solutions, but these equations are di¤erent from the equations in the
previous theorem.
Finally, we examine the di¤erence equation
x(n) =
x(n  1)
1 + x(n  2) ; n  0; (71)
where  is a real number di¤erent from 0. It is easy to check that the constant
or 1-periodic solutions of equation (71) are x(n) = 0 and x(n) =  1 (n   2).
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Theorem 43 (a) Equation (71) has a 2-periodic solution with prime period 2
if and only if  1 <  < 13 .
(b) For every  2 Rnf0g equation (71) has a 3-periodic solution with prime
period 3.
Proof. (a) By Theorem 26, (y2; y1) 2 R2 is a 2-periodic initial vector of equation
(71) if and only if
y2 =
y1
1 + y2
; y1 =
y2
1 + y1
are satised. We can deduce from this that either y1 = y2 or y2 =  1     y1.
Since we are looking for 2-periodic solutions with prime period 2, the following
second order equation is obtained
y21 + (1 + ) y1 +  + 
2 = 0: (72)
By analyzing (72), we have the result.
(b) Theorem 27 can be applied: (y2; y1) 2 R2 is a 3-periodic initial vector of
equation (71) if and only if
y3 =
y1
1 + y2
; y2 =
y3
1 + y1
; y1 =
y2
1 + y3
are satised. The rst equation implies
y1 =
1

y3(1 + y2);
which gives that
y3 =
 y2
y22+y2 2
y3 + y3y2 + y
2
3 + y
2
3y2 = 
2y2
)
:
Therefore, some easy calculations show that
y32 +
 
2 +  + 1

y22 +
 
1  3 y2   2  2 +  + 1 = 0: (73)
Since (73) is a third order equation, it has a real root . Moreover,  6= 0,
 6=    1, and 2 +   2 6= 0, and hence
;
  (1 + )
2 +   2

is a nonconstant 3-periodic initial vector of equation (71).
The proof is complete.
Remark 44 To examine the p-periodic (p > 3) solutions of equation (71), The-
orem 27 shows that we have to study the solvability of the following system of
polynomial equations in p-variables
yp (1 + y2)  y1 = 0
yp 1 (1 + y1)  yp = 0
...
y1 (1 + y3)  y2 = 0
9>>>=>>>; : (74)
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There are a lot of di¤erent methods to study (74). We mention just two: algo-
rithms for Gröbner bases in computer algebra (see [32]); homotopy and degree
theory (see [21]).
5 Preliminary results and the proof of the main
results
Proof of Theorem 26. (a) Suppose ' = ('( s); : : : ; '( 1)) 2 Dad is an
s-periodic initial vector of (1), and let k  1 be an integer. Then
'( s) = x(')(ks  s)
= hks s (x(')(ks  s  1); : : : ; x(')(ks  s  s))
= hks s ('( 1); : : : ; '( s))
and for 1  i  s  1
'( i) = x(')(ks  i) = hks i (x(')(ks  i  1); : : : ; x(')(ks  i  s))
= hks i (x(')(ks  (i+ 1)); : : : ; x(')(ks  s); x(')((k   1)s  1));
x(')((k   1)s  2); : : : ; x(')((k   1)s  i)))
= hks i ('( i  1); : : : ; '( s); '( 1); '( 2); : : : ; '( i)) ;
and therefore ' satises (36).
(b) Conversely, suppose ' := (y1; : : : ; ys) 2 Xs is a solution of (36) for all
k  1. If n   s is an integer, then n has the unique form
n = ks  i with k  0 and 1  i  s:
Dene
x(n) := yi:
It is enough to prove that (x(n))n s is a solution of (1). If n = ks   s with
k  1, then by (36),
x(n) = ys = hks s(y1; y2; y3; : : : ; ys 1; ys)
= hn (x(n  1); x(n  2); x(n  3); : : : ; x(n  s)) ;
while if n = ks  i with k  1 and 1  i  s  1, then (36) shows that
x(n) = yi = hks i(yi+1; yi+2; : : : ; ys; y1; : : : ; yi)
= hn (x(n  1); x(n  2); : : : ; x(n  (s  i)); x(n  (s  i+ 1); : : : ; x(n  s)) ;
and this completes the proof.
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Before turning to the proof of our results in the case p 6= s, we show that
the problem is facilitated by the introduction of a new equation
z(n) = gn (z(n  1); : : : ; z(n  p)) ; n  0 (75)
corresponding to (1), where gn is a function from a subset of Xp into X for
every n  0. We shall see that it is enough to study the existence of p-periodic
solutions of equation (75) which can be handled by Theorem 26. Dgad denotes the
set of all admissible initial vectors  = ( ( p); : : : ;  ( 1)) 2 Xp for equation
(75).
Theorem 45 Consider equation (1). Suppose 1  p < s is an integer, and let
u :=
h
s
p
i
and v := s  up (0  v  p  1). Let
gn (t1; : : : ; tp)
:=

hn (t1; : : : ; tp; t1; : : : ; tp; : : : ; t1; : : : ; tp) ; v = 0
hn (t1; : : : ; tp; t1; : : : ; tp; : : : ; t1; : : : ; tp; t1; : : : ; tv) ; v 6= 0 (76)
for all n  0, and consider equation (75) with functions dened in (76).
(a) If ' = ('( s); : : : ; '( 1)) 2 Dad is a p-periodic initial vector of (1),
then  := ('( p); : : : ; '( 1)) 2 Dgad and  is a p-periodic initial vector of the
equation (75).
(b) If  = ( ( p); : : : ;  ( 1)) 2 Dgad is a p-periodic initial vector of the
equation (75), then ' = ('( s); : : : ; '( 1)) dened by '(i) :=  (j) if i  j
(mod p) ( s  i   1;  p  j   1) belongs to Dad and ' is a p-periodic
initial vector of (1).
Proof. (a) It is enough to check that
z(n) := x(')(n); n   p
is the solution of (75) satisfying the initial condition  . Obviously,
z(i) = '(i);  p  i   1:
Since ' is a p-periodic initial vector of (1),
z(n) = x(')(n) = hn (x(')(n  1); : : : ; x(')(n  s))
= hn (x(')(n  1); : : : ; x(')(n  p); x(')(n  1); : : : ; x(')(n  p);
: : : ; x(')(n  1); : : : ; x(')(n  p); x(')(n  1); : : : ; x(')(n  v))
= gn (x(')(n  1); : : : ; x(')(n  p)) = gn (z(n  1); : : : ; z(n  p)) ; n  0:
(b) Now suppose  = ( ( p); : : : ;  ( 1)) 2 Dgad is a p-periodic initial vector
of the equation (75), and let ' = ('( s); : : : ; '( 1)) 2 Xs, where '(i) :=  (j)
if i  j (mod p) (i =  s; : : : ; 1). Set
z( )(i) :=  (j) if i  j (mod p); i =  s; : : : ; 1:
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By the denition of ', it is enough to verify that
x(n) := z( )(n); n   s
is the solution of (1) satisfying the initial condition '. Since  is a p-periodic
initial vector of (75),
x(n) = z( )(n) = gn (z( )(n  1); : : : ; z( )(n  p))
hn (z( )(n  1); : : : ; z( )(n  p); z( )(n  1); : : : ; z( )(n  p);
: : : ; z( )(n  1); : : : ; z( )(n  p); z( )(n  1); : : : ; z( )(n  v))
= hn (z( )(n  1); : : : ; z( )(n  p); z( )(n  p  1); : : : ; z( )(n  2p);
: : : ; z( )(n  (u  1)p  1); : : : ; z( )(n  up); )
z( )(n  up  1); : : : ; z( )(n  up  v))
= hn (x(n  1); : : : ; x(n  s)) ; n  0:
Theorem 46 Consider equation (1). Suppose p > s is an integer. Let
gn (t1; : : : ; ts; : : : ; tp) := hn (t1; : : : ; ts) (77)
for all n  0, and consider the equation (75) with functions dened in (77).
(a) If ' = ('( s); : : : ; '( 1)) 2 Dad is a p-periodic initial vector of (1),
then
 := (x(')(0); : : : ; x(')(p  s  1); '( s); : : : ; '( 1)) 2 Dgad;
and  is a p-periodic initial vector of the equation (75).
(b) If  := ( ( p); : : : ;  ( 1)) 2 Dgad is a p-periodic initial vector of the
equation (75), then ' = ( ( s); : : : ;  ( 1)) 2 Dad is a p-periodic initial vector
of (1).
Proof. This follows by an argument similar to that for the previous theorem,
and we omit the details.
Now we are able to prove Theorem 28 and Theorem 27.
Proofs of Theorem 28 and Theorem 27. Theorem 28 (a) follows from
Theorem 45 (a) and Theorem 26 (a).
Theorem 28 (b) follows from Theorem 45 (b) and Theorem 26 (b).
Theorem 27 (a) comes from Theorem 46 (a) and Theorem 26 (a).
Theorem 27 (b) comes from Theorem 46 (b) and Theorem 26 (b).
Proof of Theorem 5. By Theorem 26 and Theorem 27, equation (6) is
globally p-periodic on A if and only if
fi (y1; : : : ; ys) = yp i; p  s  i  p  1 (78)
for all (ys; : : : ; y1) 2 A.
(a) Choose i = p  s in (78).
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(b) Only the task of conrming the following assertion remains: If A is
invariant and
fp s (y1; : : : ; ys) = ys (79)
for all (ys; : : : ; y1) 2 A, then (78) holds.
We get from (8) with k = p  s that
fi (y1; : : : ; ys) = fp s
 
fi (p s) 1 (y1; : : : ; ys) ; : : : ; fi (p s) s (y1; : : : ; ys)

(80)
for all i  p  s. Since A is invariant, (ys; : : : ; y1) 2 A implies 
fi (p s) s (y1; : : : ; ys) ; : : : ; fi (p s) 1 (y1; : : : ; ys)
 2 A
for every p  s  i  p  1, and therefore (80) and (79) yield
fi (y1; : : : ; ys) = fi (p s) s (y1; : : : ; ys) ; p  s  i  p  1:
Finally, (7) gives
fi (p s) s (y1; : : : ; ys) = yp i; p  s  i  p  1:
The proof is complete.
Proof of Theorem 8. It is an easy consequence of Theorem 28.
The following results are needed to prove Theorem 12.
Lemma 47 Consider equation (40). Let p  s be a positive integer. Suppose
' = (as; : : : ; a1) is an interior point of Dad, and let U  Dad be a neigbourhood
of '. Dene the set
AU := f(fi s(y1; : : : ; ys); : : : ; fi 1(y1; : : : ; ys)) j (ys; : : : ; y1) 2 U; i  0g :
(a) AU is an invariant subset of Dad.
The following statements are equivalent:
(b) Equation (14) is globally p-periodic on U .
(c) Equation (14) is globally p-periodic on AU .
Proof. (a) It is obvious.
(c)=)(b) It comes from U  AU .
(b)=)(c) Equation (14) is Volterra type.
Lemma 48 Let X be a real normed space, and let p  s be a positive integer.
We consider the higher order linear di¤erence equation
x(n) = a+
sX
i=1
Ai (x (n  i)  a) ; n  0; (81)
where s  1 is a given integer, a 2 X, and Ai is a continuous linear map from X
into itself for every 1  i  s. If there is a neigbourhood U of 'e = (a; : : : ; a) 2
Xs such that equation (81) is globally p-periodic on U , then equation (81) is
globally p-periodic.
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Proof. First, a = 0 is assumed, that is we study the homogeneous linear
equation
y(n) =
sX
i=1
Aiy (n  i) ; n  0 (82)
associated with the equation (81). Let ' = (ys; : : : ; y1) 2 Xs. Then there is a
vector  = (zs; : : : ; z1) 2 U and a real number c such that ' = c . Since  is a
p-periodic initial vector and equation (82) is homogeneous
y(')(n+ p) = cy( )(n+ p) = cy( )(n) = y(')(n); n  0:
Since x('e) = (a)n s is a (p-periodic) solution of equation (81), we have
for each ' = (ys; : : : ; y1) 2 Xs that
x(') = x('e) + y('  'e); (83)
where y(' 'e) is the solution of equation (82) determined by the initial value
'   'e. This shows that every solution of equation (82) determined by an
initial value from Ua := U   a is p-periodic. Since Ua is a neigbourhood of
(0; : : : ; 0) 2 Xs, the result follows from the rst part of the proof and (83).
Lemma 49 Consider equation (40), let a 2 X be an equilibrium point of equa-
tion (14), and let h be di¤erentiable at 'e = (a; : : : ; a) 2 Xs. Suppose 'e is an
interior point of Dad, and let U  Dad be a neighbourhood of 'e. Consider the
recursive sequence (fi)i s dened by (7) and (8). Denote (gi)i s the analogue
recursive sequence coming from the linearized equation of (14) around a.
(a) fi is di¤erentiable at 'e and fi('e) = a for every i   s.
(b) gi is the rst degree Taylor polynomial of fi around 'e for every i   s.
Proof. (a) fi ( s  i   1) is trivially di¤erentiable at 'e. Now the result
follows from (8), the di¤erentiability of h at 'e, and the chain rule by an easy
induction argument.
(b) We prove this by induction on i. It is obvious that gi is the rst degree
Taylor polynomial of fi around 'e for every  s  i   1. Suppose then that i
is a nonnegative integer such that the result holds for i  s; : : : ; i  1. The form
of the linearized equation (15), (8), the induction hypothesis and the second
part of (a) imply that
gi (y1; : : : ; ys) = a+
sX
j=1
djh('e) (gi j (y1; : : : ; ys)  a)
= a+
sX
j=1
djh('e)
 
sX
k=1
dkfi j('e) (yk   a)
!
= a+
sX
k=1
0@ sX
j=1
djh('e)  dkfi j('e)
1A (yk   a) ; (y1; : : : ; ys) 2 Xs:
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It remains to prove that
dkfi('e) =
sX
j=1
djh('e)  dkfi j('e); 1  k  s;
but this comes from the rst part of (a) and the chain rule.
Now we are able to prove Theorem 12.
Proof of Theorem 12. By Remark 13, it is enough to prove that equation
(15) is globally p-periodic.
We shall use the sequences (fi)i s and (gi)i s introduced in Lemma 49.
By the equivalence of Lemma 47 (b) and (c), we can suppose that every
solution of equation (14) determined by an initial value from the set
AU := f(fi s(y1; : : : ; ys); : : : ; fi 1(y1; : : : ; ys)) j (ys; : : : ; y1) 2 U; i  0g :
is p-periodic. We know from Lemma 47 (a) that AU is an invariant subset of
Dad, and therefore the necessary part of Theorem 5 can be applied:
fp s(y1; y2; : : : ; ys) = ys
for all (ys; ys 1; : : : ; y1) 2 AU .
From this and from Lemma 49 (b) we get
gp s(y1; y2; : : : ; ys) = ys
for all (ys; ys 1; : : : ; y1) 2 AU . Now the su¢ cient part of Theorem 5 can be
applied to the linearized equation (15): equation (15) is globally p-periodic on
AU . Consequently, the result follows from Lemma 48.
The proof is complete.
Proof of Theorem 14. (a) It is easy to see that equation (17) has not got
an equilibrium point if and only if
sX
i=1
Ai = 1 and b 6= 0: (84)
Therefore we should prove the next statement: if the conditions in (84) are
satised, then there exists an unbounded solution of equation (17). Assume
s = 1. Then x(n) = (n+ 2) b (n   1) is an unbounded solution of equation
x(n) = x(n  1) + b; n  0:
We complete the proof by induction on s. Suppose s  2 is an integer such
that every equation
x(n) =
s 1X
i=1
Aix (n  i) + b; n  0
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satisfying the stated hypotheses
s 1X
i=1
Ai = 1 and b 6= 0
has an unbounded solution, and consider equation
x(n) =
sX
i=1
Aix (n  i) + b; n  0 (85)
with (84).
It is not hard to check that if
c :=
sX
i=1
iAi 6= 0;
then x(n) = n bc (n   s) is an unbounded solution of equation (85).
Suppose c = 0. By introducing
y(n) := x(n)  x(n  1); n   s+ 1; (86)
we have
x(n) =  
sX
i=1
Ai
0@ x(n) + i 1X
j=0
(x(n  j)  x(n  j   1))
1A+ b
= x(n)
sX
i=1
Ai  
s 1X
j=0
0@ sX
i=j+1
Ai
1A y(n  j) + b; n  0:
It follows from this, by using the rst condition in (84), that
y(n) =  
s 1X
j=1
0@ sX
i=j+1
Ai
1A y(n  j) + b; n  0: (87)
Since c = 0
 
s 1X
j=1
0@ sX
i=j+1
Ai
1A =   s 1X
j=0
0@ sX
i=j+1
Ai
1A+ 1
=  
sX
i=1
0@Ai i 1X
j=0
1
1A+ 1 =  c+ 1 = 1;
and therefore the induction hypothesis shows that equation (87) has an un-
bounded solution. Hence, by (86), equation (85) also has an unbounded solu-
tion.
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(b) It follows from (a), by Remark 13 (a) and (b).
The proof is complete.
Proof of Lemma 21. The structure of the fundamental solutions of equa-
tion (33) (see [12]) shows that the global periodicity of (33) implies that the
characteristic equation of (33)
2  A1 A2 = 0
has two di¤erent characteristic roots 1 and 2 with absolute value 1. it follows
that either
1 = 1 and 2 =  1
or
1; 2 2 C; 1 = 2 and j1j = 1:
In the rst case
A1 = 0 and A2 = 1; (88)
while in the second case
jA1j < 2 and A2 =  1: (89)
If (88) holds, then obviously, equation (33) is globally 2-periodic. Conversely,
it is easy to check that if equation (33) is globally 2-periodic, then (88) holds.
Suppose (89) is satised. If equation (33) is globally p-periodic with an
integer p  2, then there exists a p-periodic solution, and therefore an immediate
consequence of Theorem 6 and 7 in [20] that p  3 and
A1 = 2 cos

2
p
k

; 1  k < p
2
is an integer. (90)
It now remained to prove that if A2 =  1 and (90) holds, then (33) is
globally p-periodic. It also follows from Theorem 7 in [20] that in this case
cos

4
p
k

; cos

2
p
k

and 
  sin

4
p
k

;  sin

2
p
k

are p-periodic initial vectors of (33). Since these vectors are independent, the
result follows.
The proof is complete.
Proof of Theorem 3. By Theorem 5, equation (4) is globally (s+1)-periodic
if and only if
f (f(y1) : : : f(ys)) f(y1) : : : f(ys 1) = ys; (ys; ys 1; : : : ; y1) 2 Gs: (91)
Choose y1 = : : : = ys 1 = e in (91):
f (cf(ys)) = ysc
 1; ys 2 G;
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where c := f(e)s 1, and therefore f is a surjection.
Since f is surjective, there exist y1; : : : ; ys 1 2 G such that
f(y1) : : : f(ys 1) = e;
and then because of (91)
f (f(ys)) = ys; ys 2 G;
which implies that f is invertible and f 1 = f .
With the help of the surjectivity of f again, for every x 2 G there exist
y1; : : : ; ys 1 2 G such that
f(y1) : : : f(ys 1) = x;
and therefore (91) and f 1 = f yield
f (x)x = f(e);
that is
f (x) = f(e)x 1; x 2 G: (92)
Combining (91) and (92), we have
f(e)
 
f(e)y 11 : : : f(e)y
 1
s
 1
f(e)y 11 : : : f(e)y
 1
s 1
= f(e)ysf(e)
 1 : : : y1f(e) 1f(e)y 11 : : : f(e)y
 1
s 1 = f(e)ysf(e)
 1 = ys; ys 2 G;
which gives that f(e) 2 C.
The proof is complete.
Proof of Theorem 15. We deal with only part (a), part (b) can be handled
similarly.
Theorem 12 shows that if there is a neigbourhood U  R2 of (ap; ap) such
that equation (19) is globally p-periodic on U , then the homogeneous linear
equation
y (n) = y (n  1) + y (n  2) ; n  0 (93)
is globally p-periodic.
Lemma 21 can now be applied to equation (93): either  = 1 and  = 0,
and then p = 2, or
 =  1, and  = 2 cos

2
p
k

; 1  k < p
2
is an integer.
 = 1 and  = 0 is impossible, by the conditions of the existence of a positive
equilibrium point (see (20)).
In the second case +  < 1, and hence  > 0 (see also (20)).
We have thus proved that the condition (22) is necessary.
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To prove that the condition (22) is su¢ cient, we rst use Theorem 14 (b):
since ap is an equilibrium point of the linear equation
x (n) = x (n  1) + x (n  2) + ; n  0; (94)
(94) is globally p-periodic if and only if (93) is globally p-periodic. It follows
that it is enough to prove the next: if (94) is globally p-periodic, then there is a
neigbourhood U  R2 of (ap; ap) such that every solution of (94) determined by
an initial value ' := (' ( 2) ; ' ( 1)) from U is a nonnegative sequence. Really,
in this case every solution of equation (19) determined by an initial value from
U is a solution of (94) too.
Suppose that equation (94) is globally p-periodic. Since x (n) = ap (n   2)
is a solution of (94), the solution x (;u; v) of (94) determined by the initial value
(u; v) 2 R2 can be obtained as
x (n;u; v) = y (n;u  ap; v   ap) + ap; n   2;
where y (;u; v) is the solution of (93) determined by the initial value (u; v).
Thus we have to show that there exists a neigbourhood V  R2 of (0; 0) such
that for every (u; v) 2 V
y (n;u; v)   ap; n   2: (95)
Because y (;u; v) is p-periodic, it is determined by the vector
(u; v; y (0;u; v) ; : : : ; y (p  3;u; v)) 2 Rp;
and therefore (95) comes from
y (n;u; v)   ap;  2  n  p  3: (96)
(93) is a homogeneous linear equation, and hence
(u; v)! (u; v; y (0;u; v) ; : : : ; y (p  3;u; v)) ; (u; v) 2 R2
is a linear map, and thus it is continuous. This implies the result.
The proof is completed.
Proof of Theorem 17. It can be proved exactly the same way as Theorem
15.
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